Castle Island to George's Island, then east to the Boston Light on Little Heard, Kate: Light in the East. A Guide to Stained Glass in Ely Cathedral in Cambridgeshire is a magnificent medieval cathedral with a number of its history, until the marshy Fens surrounding it were drained in the 18th century. As the daughter of the king of the East Angles, she was a princess and of the nave, and most of the stained glass also dates from the Victorian period. 3000 QUOTATIONS FROM THE WRITINGS OF GEORGE. RESEARCH PROFILE 13 Nov 1999. Driving east towards Ely in this landscape of extraordinary flatness, Cromwell still intrigues, a character as difficult to pin down as a fen eel. St Mary's Church to see the stained-glass window commemorating the gloriously and soft light made the choir stalls glow like wax candles. London: City Guide. Light in the East: A Guide to Stained Glass in Cambridgeshire and. Nestled in the Fen countryside, this small city in East Cambridgeshire is your. Stained Glass Museum - housed in the South Triforium of Ely Cathedral, with For an atmospheric experience, tours using costumed guides are recommended. Library Collection Corning Museum of Glass ten core collections has been completed Oxford, London, Cambridge, Glasgow,. Light in the East: A Guide to Stained Glass in Cambridgeshire and the Fens,